Monday, November 30
3:30 – 4:30pm ET

1:00 – 1:45pm ET
Identity Management in the Remote World:

Breakout 1: Voluntary Data Submission

AKA the COVID-19 Response

We often think of data submission at the state and

The emergence of COVID-19 and the resulting

federal level - but what can be done with voluntary

jurisdictional response is one none of us have seen in

data submission on an individual level or through a

our lifetimes. Join us for an exciting session where

private entity? In this session you will learn from use

you will hear from federal and state leaders of the
COVID-19 response. Topics will range from lessons
learned, adopting to remote environments, to the
role of identity management in our new world.
Moderator: Shawna Webster, NAPHSIS
Speakers: Lonnie Whitehead, Department of State

1:45 – 2:00pm ET
Break

cases how voluntary data submission can help
improve lives, and how the data is safely used.
Moderator: Melissa Bird, Iowa
Speakers: Cathy Ball, Ancestry

Breakout 2: Newborn Screening + Vital
Records: Interoperability
Interoperability continues to be a focus on both the
local and national level, from processes to systems

2:00 – 3:00pm ET
Biometrics & Advanced Technologies
In this session you will hear from industry leaders
discussing the rise of contactless biometrics in the
service industry and the role it can play in healthcare

and more. In this session, you will learn about an
existing interoperability with Newborn Screening,
including how it works, and what the possibilities are
for interoperability with vital records and other
departments.

moving forward. We will also discuss how digital

Moderator: Mariah Pokorny, South Dakota

identity and a data exchange platform can benefit all

Speakers: Eddie Gonzalez, Ruvos

corners of society, like healthcare, education, and

Careema Yusuf, Association of Public Health

taxes. We will also look at Estonia, one of the world's

Laboratories

most advanced digital societies, as an example.
Moderator: Jeremy Peterson, Idaho
Speakers: Teresa Wu, Idemia
Max van de Poll, Cybernetica

3:00 – 3:30pm ET
Break

Tuesday, December 1
3:45 – 4:45pm ET

1:45 – 2:00pm ET
Opening Welcome

2:00 – 2:15pm ET

Breakout 1: Contact Tracing – Data
Ownership

will share real examples of how states and

While contact tracing is not a new phenomenon, the
COVID-19 pandemic is seeing it utilized, digitalized
and revolutionized on a global scale. With such a
massive surge of data, questions around privacy and
access have arisen. In this session, you will hear from
a company who developed a contact tracing app, as
well as from speakers from New Zealand on the
success they found in their contact tracing efforts and
how they have been able to contain the novel virus.

international entities have taken different approaches

Moderator: Kay Chopard Cohen

Break

2:15 – 3:15pm ET
Breakout 1: Equity & Identity
We live in a time of change – and this change includes
making our processes more equitable. With a focus
on the challenges COVID-19 has exposed, this session

to equity and identity and what we can all learn from
it.

Tamara Al-Salim, New Zealand Defence Force

Moderator: Molly Crawford, Minnesota
Speakers: Guy Beaudoin, Wyoming
Chris Bursnall, Missouri
Niall McCann, United Nations Development Program

Breakout 2: Identity Attributes: Gender’s Role
In this session, we will discuss the role gender plays in
our identity, and if the current role is the right one.
We will specifically be exploring thoughts around
alternative identification indicators to gender, such as
biometrics and chromosomes.
Moderator: Krystal Colburn, Arizona
Speakers: Brian Broderick, U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services
Trish LaMagna, AZ Attorney General’s Office

3:15 – 3:45pm ET
Break

Speakers: Eddie Gonzalez, Ruvos
Andrew Weaver, Digital Identity NZ

Breakout 2: Digital Driver’s License & Real ID
Updates
This year we will be providing updates on Digital
Driver's Licenses and Real ID. In this breakout session,
you will receive key updates and lessons learned from
jurisdictions and industry with the implementation of
these new identity documents and how they will
change the identity landscape.
Moderator: Alex Quintana, Colorado
Speakers: Misty Dobson, Wyoming Department of
Transportation
Michael McCaskill, Florida Highway Patrol
Mariah Pokorny, South Dakota
Steve Purdy, Thales

Wednesday, December 2
1:00 – 2:00pm ET
Main Session 1: Updated – Legal Aspects of
Data Sharing
In today’s world, we want more, quicker, better, faster
everything, including data. During this session, you’ll
learn about different forms of data sharing
agreements, laws for navigating data sharing, and
examples of successful data sharing agreements.
Both HIPPA and the IJE/STEVE Agreements will be
covered in this session.
Moderator: Chris Harrison, Georgia
Speakers: Keith Moulsdale + Team, WTP Law
Denise Chrysler, Network for Public Health Law

Jurisdiction Only Events

NEW: Virtual Regional Meetings
Join colleagues from your region to share and discuss
a variety of topics. Each session will be led by
volunteers from the regions listed. A specific agenda
for these meetings will be shared at a later date.

Midwest + Western
Monday, November 30
4:30pm ET

Jennifer Bernstein, Network for Public Health Law

Main Session 2: Security + Fraud Prevention
Learn from experts from the State Department and
LexisNexis on the type of fraud they are seeing, fraud
detection tools, and best practices to put better
prevention and security measures in place.
Moderator: Devin George, Louisiana
Speakers: Paul Bjerke, LexisNexis
Tatum Hernandez, New Orleans Passport Center

2:00 – 2:15pm ET
Break

Northeast + Southern
Tuesday, December 1
11:30am ET
Jurisdiction members who register for the ID
Conference will be automatically added to their
region’s specific zoom meeting.
If you are a jurisdiction member and want to attend
ONLY the Virtual Regional Meetings, please email Katey
Frederking at kfrederking@naphsis.org

2:15 – 3:15pm ET
Roles and Current Trends in Identity and
Identity Management
The global impact of COVID-19 has caused massive
changes in how people work, including those in the
identity sphere. In this session, we will explore trends
and impacts on identity management personnel, the
security of vital records and issues with paper-based
identity processes, and the importance of identity and
identity management being inclusive for all.
Moderator: Shawna Webster, NAPHSIS

Speakers: Guy Beaudoin, Wyoming
Ian Glazer, IDPro

The regional meeting is free to
attend for all jurisdictions.

